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	“The articles and columns in The Scandal of the Century demonstrate that his forthright, lightly ironical voice just seemed to be there, right from the start . . . He’s among those rare great fiction writers whose ancillary work is almost always worth finding . . . He had a way of connecting the souls in all his writing, fiction and nonfiction, to the melancholy static of the universe.” --Dwight Garner, The New York Times

	

	From one of the titans of twentieth-century literature, collected here for the first time: a selection of his journalism from the late 1940s to the mid-1980s--work that he considered even more important to his legacy than his universally acclaimed works of fiction.

	

	"I don't want to be remembered for One Hundred Years of Solitude or for the Nobel Prize but rather for my journalism," Gabriel García Márquez said in the final years of his life. And while some of his journalistic writings have been made available over the years, this is the first volume to gather a representative selection from across the first four decades of his career--years during which he worked as a full-time, often muckraking, and controversial journalist, even as he penned the fiction that would bring him the Nobel Prize in 1982. Here are the first pieces he wrote while working for newspapers in the coastal Colombian cities of Cartagena and Barranquilla . . . his longer, more fictionlike reportage from Paris and Rome . . . his monthly columns for Spain's El País. And while all the work points in style, wit, depth, and passion to his fiction, these fifty pieces are, more than anything, a revelation of the writer working at the profession he believed to be "the best in the world."
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Flash + After Effects, Second Edition: Add Broadcast Features to Your Flash DesignsFocal Press, 2010

	Flash Designers: push Flash to the next level with After Effects' robust toolset. CS5 delivers more complete integration of these two powerhouse applications-so you can expand your multimedia horizons. Flash + After Effects gives you a working understanding of the AE toolset and professional techniques that raise the design bar for...
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Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007 explains what Pivot Tables are, how you can benefit from using them, how to create them and modify them, and how to use their enhanced features. Using a Pivot Table in Microsoft Office Excel 2007 is a quick and exciting way to slice and dice a large amount of data.
	Carefully explains the...
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Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner introduces the readers to data mining using SAS Enterprise Miner v4. This book will reveal the power and ease of use of the powerful new module in SAS that will introduce the readers to the various configuration settings and subsequent results that are generated from the various nodes in Enterprise Miner that...
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Drupal User's Guide: Building and Administering a Successful Drupal-Powered Web SitePrentice Hall, 2011


	In the late 1990s I began my career in Web development by making simple Web

	pages while studying at college. My degree in science and the environment combined

	with my summer jobs of Web site building landed me a job as a project manager at a

	firm making Web sites for environmental organizations. The in-house programmer

	would...
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Space Time Coding for Broadband Wireless CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This is the first book on space-time coding for wireless communications, one of the most promising techniques for ensuring bandwidth efficiency. The text describes theoretical principles as well as engineering applications; discusses key criteria in the design of practical space-time codes; and covers single-carrier and multi-carrier transmission...
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Data Mining Algorithms in C++: Data Patterns and Algorithms for Modern ApplicationsApress, 2017

	Discover hidden relationships among the variables in your data, and learn how to exploit these relationships.  This book presents a collection of data-mining algorithms that are effective in a wide variety of prediction and classification applications.  All algorithms include an intuitive explanation of operation, essential...
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